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Abstract
This article shows the chronology of my research findings and my analysis process, which may or may
not be of interest to other researchers. The question that was driving my research was centered around
Jacob Sommer 1758-1827 who lived in Moreland Twp, PA and was a state senator and lay judge.
Jacob left a will that mentioned a Martin Sommer, who I have not been able to account for among those
members I know belong to the Freistett Sommer family.
My attempts to differentiate Sommer families of early PHL lead to Martin Sommer of Oxford Twp.,
who was somebody, again, I could not connect to my Freistett Sommer family. However, I have since
realized there was yet another brother of my Freistett family, Matthias, and there is some evidence to
show Matthias could also have come to America. If so, there are PHL church records that at least
suggest a trail the could lead to Martin Summers of Oxford. This would mean Martin Summers of
Oxford, PA was the person mentioned in the will of Jacob Sommer of Moreland, and if indeed MartinOxford descends from Matthias Sommer of Freistett, we have stumbled upon a whole new branch of
the Freistett Sommer family in America.
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Rev 1: Introduction
This is a draft of recent research findings from November, 2015 trip to FHL, SLC, UT. This is
additional information to that analysis found in my article “A Study of Men Named Martin
Sommer/Summers in Philadelphia Area, 1750-1830” found on my research website.

Introducing John Overturff
Source info:
Orphans' Court dockets, v. 30-32, 1824-1832, film 21852
Orphans' Court estate papers, v. 30 (p.486-end) - v. 31 (p.1-26), 1826, film 1294552
found in the following series:
Orphans' Court records 1719-1856 ; Index 1719-1938
Authors: Pennsylvania. Orphans' Court (Philadelphia County) (Main Author)
Format: Manuscript/Manuscript on Film
Language: English
Publication: Salt Lake City, Utah : Filmed by the Genealogical Society of Utah, 1947, 1980-1981
Physical: on 417 microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
Source Reference: 31-13-67 (vol/pg/case) [note, NOT case 68 as noted in docket]
My Abstract:
•

Date: 16 Jun 1826

•

petition of Jacob Shallerofs (sp?), assigned of Joseph Wilson

•

for estate Martin Summers, late of Oxford Twp

•

John Overturf assigned administrator of Martin Summers estate in Aug. 1824

My references:
Notebook 2015-4, pgs. 29, 32, *36, 37, 38, 66, 83
Additional source reference (not all scanned):
31-101-26, 19 Jan 1827; film 1294554
31-291-21, 15 Feb 1828; film 1294559 [scanned separately; can provide on request]
31-306-60 & 61; same film [scanned separately; can provide on request]
31-359-3; 14 Jun 1828; film 1294560
31-371-66, 20 Jun 1828
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My Notes and Observations
Here are various characters mentioned in relation to the Martin Summers estate (not all seen in the
images included here):
•

I have no idea who Shallerofs (sp?) was, but he might have been a creditor who wanted to be
paid from Martin Summers estate.

•

Abraham L. Pennock was a later petitioner who furnished lumber to Martin Summers for a barn
but was never paid.

•

Several mentions of E.D. Ingraham (sp?) for professional services; I'm guessing he was the
attorney

•

A couple of references to “a surplus of real estate of deceased” which had something to do with
Edward Duffield - a name that shows up in Moreland census' and tax lists (if my memory serves
me).

•

My notes are a little scrambled about Dr. Joseph Wilson (in one place, I wrote Dr. John Wilson)
– but he was the doctor in attendance of Martin Summers during his last illness. I guess he was
also trying to get payment.

•

A later petition by James Huntso (Hunter?) asking for citation of Overturf bcs final decree of
estate had been made, but Overturf had done nothing.

•

John Overturf (sp?) was apparently assigned administrator of Martin Summers' estate in 1824,
and these other petitions go on through 1828 when the court issued a giant citation against John
because, for reasons unknown, he was simply not administering the estate.

•

So it would seem that Martin Summers of Oxford died intestate in 1824. Who was John
Overturf and why was he assigned as administrator?
◦ First of all, this surname will probably cause us some headaches. My guess is that he was
German, and the surname could well have been, at one time, something more like
OBERDORF.
◦ I do find John in 1840 and 1850 census of Lower Dublin. He was apparently born in 1801
or 1802 in PA and had a wife named Ann – maybe she was a daughter of this Martin
Summers? There was also an 80-year-old Ann Rooley from Germany living in his
household in 1850.

•

As mentioned in previous article, George Rudolph was assigned gdn for Elizabeth, Edward, and
George Summers, children of Martin Summers, deceased, dated 17 Sep 1824.1 It seems very
likely, given that the apparent death year of Martin of Oxford was 1824, that these were his
children. Note all these children were over 14 years old in 1824.

•

The question still remains, Who Was Martin Summers of Oxford Twp.? Oxford twp was not far
from Moreland twp and there is the mention of Edward Duffield in all this mess, who I believe
was of Moreland, so it does suggest there might be some tie to the Freistett family (given
Johannes Sommer of Freistett settled there). I would almost think that Martin of Oxford was
more likely the son of our Martin F1 (1729-1799). But then we have the death record of

1 Film 21852, p. 136-case 27; film 1293301, 30-136-27.
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Martin-Blacksmith that said he was a son of Martin and Margaretha. Of course, there might
have been multiple Sommer couples named Martin and Margaretha, so we can't be completely
certain here.
•

And as a reminder, the book by G. Byron Summers makes this Martin Summers (of Oxford) a
son of George Summers of Warrington, which we know to be incorrect. Still, this Martin could
belong to the HW clan, although I'm not sure where he might fit in since I don't know how old
he was when he died.

•

Then there's always the possibility that this Martin Summers has nothing whatsoever to do with
either the Freistett or HW clans. Ugh. Ideas?
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REV 2 UPDATES
11 December 2015
I could not see any obvious connections with Martin Summers of Oxford, and so was somewhat of a
mind to dismiss him from this research. But there was one name that was familiar to me, namely
Edward Duffield. Now that I am looking more closely, I don't think that connection is insignificant!
Why?
•

Because Edward Duffield was the friend and sole trustee named by Jacob Sommer in his will to
keep an eye on his son, Dr. John, and manage the Sommer properties if Dr. John didn't behave.

•

Because the mention of E.D. Ingraham in these proceedings involving the estate of Martin
Sommer of Oxford was probably Edward Duffield Ingraham, the son of Francis Ingraham and
Elizabeth Duffield, Elizabeth being the sister of the Edward Duffield mentioned in the previous
bullet. This E.D. Ingraham was notable in his time, and left behind a book of some interest:
https://archive.org/details/singularsurnames00ingr . The introductory material of this book is
fascinating, and one of the details that jumps out at me is the he was briefly an Associate Judge
in Philadelphia County. Sound familiar?

•

Because in the book A history of George Summers of Douglass and Lower Dublin townships,
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania by G. Byron Summers, which I have argued is incorrect in
its claims about those with the name George Summers (see my blog post William Summers of
Conshohoken), Martin Summers of Oxford was designated as the son of George Summers of
Warrington,2 which we know to be incorrect. However, it's still interesting to read the claims
written in this book about Martin of Oxford. There are no dates that can be associated with
Martin-Oxford, his apparent wife, Sarah Copart, or most of his family. Yet what caught my eye
is that one of his daughters, Sarah, had a second marriage to one James Hunter, which is yet
another name that appears in this saga having to do with Overturff, administrator of the estate of
one Martin Summers.

Here is a tree on ancestry that seems to give a good idea of this Duffield family:
http://trees.ancestry.com/tree/16985335/person/1836860135
Joseph Duffield & Sarah Koster
Edward Duffield 1720-1803 and Catharine Parry
Mary 1752-1754
Benjamin 1753-1799 + Rebecca Grace Potts
Sarah 1756
Joseph 1758-1758
Elizabeth 1751-1834 + Francis Ingraham
(I think these were the parents of Edward Duffield Ingraham)
Edward 1764-1836: this was the friend of Jacob Sommer?
Catherine 1765-1774

I have come to realize after doing this awhile that my pulse begins to quicken when I am close to
realizing something new..... Let's think this through.....

2 See pages 10 and 33.
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Over and over, I keep reminding myself that the very first item in the will of Jacob-Moreland pertained
to “Barbara White who lives with Martin Sommer,” and the will was signed 8 Nov 1823. While it's
easy to be curious about Barbara White, I keep scratching my head about Martin Sommer. I think we
can assume that the Martin Sommer mentioned was somehow related to Jacob Sommer, but so far, we
don't have any candidates in the family tree for a Martin Sommer who was alive in 1823!
Here are the points in favor of the idea that perhaps it was Martin-Oxford who Jacob Sommer of
Moreland referred to in his will:
•

Martin of Oxford was alive in November, 1823 when Jacob of Moreland wrote his will! Martin
the blacksmith had died in 1811. This is just a simple fact.

•

There was a Martin Sommer in Moreland in the 1800 census, while in the same census we find
Martin-Blacksmith residing at South Mulberry ward in PHL. To explain this, I have been
surmising that “our” Martin Sommer must have been enumerated twice given the rather long
period of time in which the census could have been completed, and that the household makeups are essentially the same. But what if these two enumerations do indeed involve two
different individuals? The one living in Moreland would most certainly have a closer
connection to Jacob-Moreland.
ASIDE: I have been trying and trying to conjure the scenario that says Martin-Oxford must
have been the son of Martin-Blacksmith, but every way I turn the puzzle, the dates don't seem to
fit. At the moment, I don't see how they could have been father and son, in any combination. It
seems to me the two Martin Summers (Oxford and South Mulberry Ward) could have been two
unrelated individuals with the same name but who were probably around the same age.

If the Orphan's Court records pertaining to the estate of Martin-Oxford had several common
denominators with Jacob-Moreland, thus suggesting Martin-Oxford was likely related to JacobMoreland, who was the only surviving son of Johannes Sommer, an original Freistett immigrant, how
was Martin-Oxford related to Jacob? Let's consider each of the brothers of Johannes “John” Sommer
of Moreland.
•

Martin-Oxford was not a son of George Summers who died in Sussex, New Jersey in 1785,
because George left a will, which did not name a son, Martin. Also, neither of the sons of
George had a son named Martin.

•

The burial record of Martin-Blacksmith in 1811 pretty much nails that he was born in 1770 to
Martin and Margaretha. But how do we know that Martin who married Margaretha was the
youngest brother who came from Freistett in 1752? Mostly because the burial record of Martin
Sommer who died in 1799 gave his age as 69 years and 4 months, which matches nearly exactly
with the Freistett records we have for this Martin Sommer. But how do we know that Martin
who died in 1799 was the husband of Margaretha? We don't, specifically. But we know that in
the 1800 census a Widow Summers appears back in Northern Liberties, which would fit the
scenario of Margaretha having just lost her husband. Martin-Oxford was not a son of Martin of
Freistett.
But did the sons of Martin-Freistett have a son named Martin? Yes, both Martin and George
appear to have had sons and we don't exactly know who they were. But we do know that
Martin and George married in 1792 and 1798 respectively, who would make any son of theirs
under 30 years old when Jacob-Moreland wrote his will. According to the 1820 census of
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Oxford, the oldest male, presumed to be Martin, was over 45 years old in 1820. So, it doesn't
seem that Jacob-Moreland could have been referring to any of Martin-Freistett's grandsons.
•

The possibility does exist that the oldest Freistett brother, Matthias, came to PHL before the
other three brothers.3 It is entirely worth noting that this oldest brother, Matthias, had a son
named Martin, born 1737 in Freistett. If this 1737-Martin came to PHL with his father or in
1752 with his uncles, he would have been under 16 at the time of arrival, and thus not
mentioned in the passenger lists. As noted in my Study of Men Named Martin article, there was
a Martin Sommer and Maria having children baptized at StM&Z church starting in the 1760s.
Maybe that couple had a son named Martin?

So, if we look at the choices as just stated, Martin-Oxford must have been related to Jacob-Moreland:
•

in some way through the oldest brother, Matthias, or

•

through some other Freistett relation we don't know about, or

•

not at all.

Are there any other factors to consider in this dilemma?
Perhaps one more clue that comes from the recent FHL research is the Orphan's Court record in Sept.
1824 where George Rudolph was assigned as guardian to the orphans of Martin Summers, deceased.
The orphans were named Elizabeth, Edward, and George, and apparently they were all over 14 in 1824
(making them born before 1810). What's interesting here is when I looked up George Rudolph, I found
a person of that name in the 1814 PHL city directory who lived on Race St. between 7th and 8th in PHL,
and he was a carpenter. As we know, there were many, many deeds involving George Summers who
was married to Lydia Wright, and who apparently was associated with another carpenter named Joseph
Worrell, a name that would come up in relation to Jacob-Moreland and the guardianship of the orphans
of Dr. Samuel Knight. See????? Round and round we go. The only way this part would make sense is
if Martin-Oxford and George-Carpenter were brothers, both sons, or more likely grandsons of the
oldest Freistett brother, Matthias Sommer, a theory for which we have zero evidence.
All of this is very, very complicated. Maybe when we found the will of Jacob-Moreland, it was too
much to ask, “Who was the Martin Sommer you refer to, Jacob?”

3 Georg and Barbara Sommer's first child born in America in 1753 was sponsored by Matthias Sommer, Margareta
Haas(in), and Christina Sommer(in). This record strongly suggests that Georg's brother Matthias was in PHL in 1753!
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REV 3 UPDATES
The discussion in “Rev 2 Updates” lead me to realize two things:
1. Some of the details associated with the estate of Martin-Oxford, who died in 1824, have some
connection with the story of Jacob-Moreland.
2. When Jacob-Moreland wrote his will in 1823 and referred to Martin Sommer, that Martin
Sommer was probably related to Jacob, but how? To summarize, I went through these
possibilities:
◦ Starting with the father of Jacob-Moreland, Johannes “John” Sommer had arrived in 1752
from Freistett, Germany with two of his brothers, Georg and Martin. We know from John's
obituary in 1792, as well as various deed recitals, that John died with only one surviving,
son, Jacob-Moreland. So the Martin in question was not a descendant of John.
◦ Jacob-Moreland's uncle, George Summers, died in 1785 in Sussex, New Jersey, leaving a
will that did not name a son, Martin.
◦ Jacob-Moreland's uncle, Martin Sommer, seems to have married Margaretha (unknown)
after arrival in PHL, and they had several children,4 including one named Martin, born in
1770. This Martin married Maria Sommer and worked as a blacksmith in the South
Mulberry Ward in PHL. He died in 1811, and his burial record specifically named his
parents as Martin and Margareth, his birth year as 1770, and his wife as Maria Sommer.
This means that the Martin in this scenario died before Jacob-Moreland wrote his will.
I have been speculating, however, that Martin-Blacksmith might also have had a son
named Martin, and possibly he did. However, when looking at the 1810 census of South
Mulberry Ward, we see there were 4 male children in the household of MartinBlacksmith, all under 10 years old. That means the oldest male would be, at most, 23
years old in 1823 when Jacob-Moreland wrote his will. In the 1820 census, there was a
Martin Summer household in Middle Ward, PHL, who appears to have been a young
couple with a child. So Martin-Middle Ward is a candidate for the reference by JacobMoreland, but Martin-Middle Ward is a separate individual from Martin-Oxford who
was also enumerated in 1820 in Oxford.
◦ Jacob-Moreland did have one other uncle, Matthias, the oldest of the Freistett family, who
hasn't been considered very often because he did not appear to have arrived in PHL on the
same ship with his brothers in 1752. However, two things have made him worth
considering now:
1. There is at least one passenger list showing a Matthias Sommer arriving in PHL prior to
1752.
2. We have a baptism record for a son of Matthias who was named Martin, born in Freistett
in 1737.

4 The sponsors of the children of this couple all point to names associated with Menge family or other families we have
been able to associate with Freistett.
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So let's consider that the oldest brother Matthias did also come to PHL, and brought his son
Martin. In going through the StM&Z records again, I found the following:
Confirmations 1763-1767 (principally by pastor Muhlenberg, from Book I) 1763
Johann Martin Sommer, age about 24.

This would fit for Martin born 1737.

There are then a series of baptisms involving a Martin Sommer and a Maria:
Joh. Matthæus, of Johann Martin Sommer and Anna Maria, 3 months old, bapt. 13 Feb
1763. Sponsors: Johann Georg Krack and wife Barbara. This would fit if Martin was
indeed the son of Matthias.
Maria Margretha, of Martin Sommer and wife Maria, b. 4 Nov 1766, bapt. 14 Dec 1766.
Sponsors: George Russ and wife Maria Margretha.
Maria Eva, of Joh. Martin Sommer and wife Maria, b. 1 Mar 1770, bapt. 1 Apr 1770.
Sponsors: Joh. Friedrich Paisch and wife Maria Eva.
Joh. Martin, of Joh. Martin Sommer and wife Maria, b. 4 Oct 1772, bapt. 8 Nov
1772. Sponsors: the parents.
This person could qualify as Martin-Oxford!
Burials:
2 Jan 1778, (name not given, dau. of Thomas [given name or surname?] of
Germantown), wife of Joh. Martin Sommer. Possibly this was Maria?
So now what do we have?
•

Was Jacob-Moreland referring to Martin-Middle Ward when he wrote his will? Maybe. At this
point, we don't know anything about that Martin Sommer, but he would have been only 23
years old in 1823, and potentially living with a female named Barbara White.

•

Was Jacob-Moreland referring to Martin-Oxford when he wrote his will? Well, this scenario
seems more likely to me. There was a Martin Sommer living in Moreland in 1800 who fits the
age category for the Martin born 1772. But maybe the more significant tie might be Edward
Duffield, who was the sole trustee of Jacob-Moreland's estate, and who was also somehow
connected to the “surplus real estate” that was part of the estate of Martin-Oxford.

It might also be noted that Jacob-Moreland's will said that if his son, Dr. John, died without issue, then
his estate should be divided between “my fathers brothers grandchildren and their issue,” at least
whoever staked a claim within four years of a given notice. Of course the will I am reading is the
recorder's copy, and there is very little punctuation used. Was it “my father's brother's grandchildren”
or “my father's brothers' grandchildren”? At this point, I think we can take the meaning as brothers,
plural. We already know descendants of George and Martin had survived to 1823, and now we can also
add, potentially, descendants of Matthias. The Freistett legacy in America grows!
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REV 4 UPDATES
Well, I believe I'm still on the right track in thinking Martin-Oxford was related to the Freistett
Sommer's – at least I haven't found yet any evidence to say that thought is outright wrong. I am trying
to find some burial record – or any other record – that might tell us how old Martin-Oxford was when
he died in 1824. That would certainly help tie him to the previous generation which I have been only
speculating about to this point. I'm also trying to understand what “surplus real estate” means and how
that ties to Edward Duffield (an executor of the will of Jacob Sommer of Moreland).
There are some other details that bother me:
•

1800 census of Moreland – does that census belong to Martin-Oxford, and if it does then the
family shown in that census disappeared before 1810 when Martin-Oxford is enumerated with a
family of children who are all 10 years and younger! I think it's possible this 1800 census
belongs to Martin, son of Martin 1729-1799, and that younger Martin might have been
enumerated twice in 1800 (households are the same between Moreland and South Mulberry
Ward). Even though Martin-Oxford seems to have ties to Moreland, I'm almost inclined to
remove this census from his story, but we'll see. For all I know, he had two families, and
something I can't think of happened to the first family between 1800 and 1810?

•

Early Tax Lists. See my Study of Men Named Martin, page 4. It seems to me that one Martin
was living in Moreland early on, and the other Martin was in Northern Liberties, the latter
seems to have been associated with blacksmithing. So maybe Martin – the youngest Freistett
brother, 1729-1799 – was not the one being taxed in Moreland. Perhaps it was Martin, the son
of the oldest Freistett brother, Matthias – that Martin having been born in 1737 in Freistett and
possibly married Maria in PHL. There are 8 years difference between those two Martin's – not
that much, so it might be possible that some records are getting mixed up between the two. I
need to watch out for this to see if I have made some incorrect associations....

On the plus side, there are a couple more clues falling into place:
•

ancestry.com has the probate packet for Martin-Oxford, which includes the administration
papers and an inventory. What's interesting is a page where his daughters Mary and Sarah, both
married to Hunter men, declared they wanted nothing to do with any of it. Some thoughts on
that:
◦ both daughters were old enough to be married in 1824 – which means they were two of the
females born 1800-1810 who we see in the 1810 Oxford census.
◦ James Hunter was involved since he later petitioned the court bcs John Overturf was not
administering the Martin-Oxford estate – so James Hunter and Sarah were still somewhat
involved. In fact, there was a James Hunter enumerated in Oxford in 1830 – have to
wonder if that was him. BTW, I've been doing a lot of searching for James Hunter married
to Sarah or John Hunter married to Mary – but so far, I have gotten nowhere.

•

ancestry.com also has some church records from St. Michael's Evangelical Lutheran Church in
Germantown. In 1811, two children of Martin Sommer and wife Catharina were baptized, both
sponsored by Jacob OBERDORF and his wife, Maria! In going through all the church records,
I find lots of Oberdorf – and one baptism record for a John, son of Jacob and Maria, born 1792.
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This was perhaps the person who would become administrator for Martin-Oxford (or not, since
he seemed to shirk the duty). Some thoughts:
◦ I'm not sure if it's significant that church records were from St. Michael's in Germantown
when all other church records we have for our Sommer family were from St. Michael's &
Zion in PHL. Hard to say. It is true, however, that I find Oberdorf records in several
churches around PHL area, and it's probably not unreasonable to think some families
attended more than one church.
◦ If indeed these records belong with Martin-Oxford, then Martin-Oxford was either NOT
married to Sarah Cophart (per G. Byron Summers book), or he had two wives, Catharina
shown in these records, and Sarah Copart – and who knows in what order. We know in
1811, he (or some Martin Sommers) was married to Catharina.
◦ Perhaps Catharina, wife of Martin Sommers, was originally an Oberdorf? I found this
baptism record at StM&Z, which would make her the right age for Martin-Oxford if I
speculate his baptism was 1772.
Anna Cath., of Casp. Oberdorf and Anna Cath., b. 6 Oct 1774, bapt. 14 Mar 1775. Sponsors: Joh. Starke
and Anna Cath. Pannekuch(in).

I'm not sure about all the Oberdorf relationships yet – or if it's worth going down that road at
this point. Nevertheless – it's all interesting to consider while trying to figure out more about
Martin-Oxford. If his wife had been an Oberdorf, that would explain why John Overturf was
assigned as Martin's administrator (assuming that his wife had predeceased him).
And finally, we can't forget the clue left in the will of Jacob Sommer of Moreland: “It is my
will that Barbara White who lives with Martin Sommer shall have a comfortable living out of
my personal estate.” It is taking this long to try figuring out who was the Martin Sommer he
was talking about – it might well have been Martin-Oxford. Now, is there any evidence that
helps us better understand who Barbara White was in this story??
It is worth noting here the timing of events:
•

Jacob-Moreland signed his will 8 November 1823.

•

Martin-Oxford died in August 1824.

•

Jacob-Moreland added codicils pertaining to new properties he purchased in 1824, and
then he died in February 1827. If his will referred to Martin-Oxford when it was
written, and that part of his will was not amended, and then Martin-Oxford died before
Jacob-Moreland himself died, there was likely nobody trying to find Barbara White after
Jacob's death because Martin-Oxford was long gone. One of the things to look for is
administration papers pertaining to Jacob's estate, and so far, I have not been able to find
any.
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